A new perspective of the black hole BH is introduced. Based on the assumption that space and matter are fundamentally fields and governed by same deterministic quantum laws, the field dynamics is analyzed with classical (Newtonian) mechanics to argue that: i) the BH is not a singularity but Hawking's 'apparent horizon'; ii) the Schwarzschild BH does not exist; iii) the naked 'singularity' NS might not be ruled out in observational atomic and molecular emissions; iv) the Kerr-Newman black hole KBH functions to modulate and transform frequency of matter waves and re-orient same across the three particle-generations universes in perpetual energy re-cycles, no new creation but endless energy re-cycling; vi) the BH process is not thermodynamics but electrodynamics; vii) accretion is not random, it is motivated by a universal 'aging' process in which matter progresses from one symmetry group to another; viii) spatial alignment arises from universal diagonal orientation of constituent elements of intrinsic cubic geometry of nature's periodic envelopes; ix) all spatial periodic envelopes are binaries, the causality is illustrated in some detail. It is suggested that a frequency modulator/transformer circuitry might be a better model for simulating the BH than thermodynamics.
Introduction
Experimental physics has produced visual evidence of the atom's intrinsic wave-particle duality (WPD), see the Pan-STARRS1 'Static Sky', New Atlas (2016) and our interpretation of the image, Obande (2017a) . It implies dual nature not only of the atom but also of reality itself and exposes inherent limitations of the reigning physics paradigm to fully describe nature with clear distinction between attributes of each of the two composite forms. The WPD engenders a reality that differs markedly from established notion, it reveals an objective reality comprising a wave (bosonic) field in which three particulate (fermionic) matter fields are encased, the four fields are mutually orthogonal. The structure replicates the solid, liquid, and gaseous phases of matter, in this case they correspond to a bosonic field in 'equilibrium' with three integral fermionic fields responsible for observational three 'particle-generations'. A mono-phasic spacetime model therefore grossly underestimates reality. Spacetime is, if you like, 'quadri-phasic.' If you, therefore, seek to model nature with, say, time-density fluctuation, the existing formalism will require at least two equations of state, one for the boson and another for the fermion fields; indeed, a rigorous approach would require four equations-of-state, one for the boson and one for each of the three fermion fields. The four fields define with common chemical periodicity, Obande (2015a Obande ( , 2016a . Since one of these fields gives rise to our visible reality there is no immediate reason to preclude the other fields from producing similar realities, we therefore attribute each field to a universe; notably, they are co-existent, inseparable, interactive and contribute to a common experience of single existence. Every object defines with all four fields; they are not parallel universes but ref. frames of a single cosmic reality, we label them U* w ; U* p ; U o p and Uʹ p to denote respectively the Cosmic Vacuum Field or Absolute Universe; particulate Analogue of the Absolute; our Visible Universe and its Invisible Conjugate Universe. Collectively, U* p , U o p and Uʹ p constitute the three particlegenerations universes PGUs, each characterized with specific mass-energy m-e values of the chemical periodicity; it accounts for each element having four atomic mass values m, electromagnetic e-m oscillation frequencies ϑ, and internal energies E, Obande (2015a) . The notion is by no means new to physics, the difference is that the three particle-generations now factor seamlessly into the formalism and we now know their origin.
Quantized Space, Mass and Energy
The field approach takes the position that vacuous space is simultaneously quantized with matter; indeed, fundamental quantum spacetime, ϑ = 1 s -1 , determines unit quantum energy, hϑ, and mass hϑ/c 2 . In matter the unit corresponds to the electron with ϑ e(w) = 1 Hz ≡ E e(w) = 6.62607 x 10 -34 J; m e(w) = 7.3725 x 10 -51 kg and m e(p) = 4.8828125 x 10 -7 kg, Obande (2015a) , where m e(w) and m e(p) refer to electron wave and particle rest mass respectively. Strict compliance with convention therefore requires the Planck scale to read: T Pℓ kg; E Pℓ = 6.6261 x 10 -34 J (check: E Pℓ = M Pℓ x L ℓ = mc 2 ), any lower or higher dimension is not a quantum, i.e., 'smallest whole', but a fraction or multiple; literature's Planck dimensions serve academic purposes but do not relate to reality.
Mass-Energy Equivalence: Astrophysical and Cosmological Implications
Identical quantum behavior and interactions (reactions) define matter and space; notably, both share common quantum energy coefficient, h = 6.62607 x 10 -34 J s, Obande (2015a) thus, the atom, condensed matter, and 'vacuum' space all analyze with same classical SHM formalism. Astrophysics is getting increasingly acquainted with the spatial quantum, often referred to as 'periodic box', e.g., Conselice et al. (2016) . The key point is that with use of relevant parameters, classical (Newtonian) physics applies equally across spatial and matter periodicities; furthermore, matter and spatial quanta 'react' alike, the major determinant being geometric in character, Obande (2017c) . Nature makes no distinction between wave and particle in its primitive interactions, all is wave, Born (1935), Macken (2011 ), Hobson (2013 , Obande (2013) , Consiglio (2015 Consiglio ( , 2016 . The present (classical) approach points to existence of a spatial periodicity analogous to the chemical (matter) periodicityspace is defined with same quantum effects and chemical physics as matter complete with hierarchical quanta sizes that parallel atomic mass evolution. The new picture facilitates an incredibly simple but much more analytically powerful theoretical approach; it is observational, absolutely free of singularities (hence this investigation) and most analyses reduce to intra-and inter-ref. frame energy correlations. We introduce the periodic background of the BH phenomenon.
On the 5th Matter/Spatial Periodic Group
Nature's periodicity NP of the chemical elements comprises nine periods and nine groups, Obande (2017c) , it differs from the conventional 8-group structure in existence of a central group zero '0' which separates conventional 'A' and 'B' blocks of elements. This central group 0 or group 5 is crucial to the field concept of the BH, it centers conventional group IV to give the periodic order: 0, +I, +II, +III, +IV, 0, -IV, -III, -II, -I, 0; positive and negative ± signs, of course, denote electrostatic charges; in reality, however, they refer to contrary angular momentum vector orientations, Obande (2017c) . The noble gas, as usual, belongs to group zero, however, NP's central group '0' refers to group IV's epicenter, i.e., +4, 0, -4. Unlike the noble gas, central group '0' is a unique vectorial transition zone which, as we shall see presently, manifests the BH phenomenon.
Procedure
Using ϑ or m in hϑ = mc 2 we simply correlate the chemical element's internal (atomic) energy values across the three particle-generations universes PGUs U* p , U o p , and Uʹ p ; the details have been reported severally, Obande (2015a Obande ( , 2016b . Figure 6a is a sketch of the primitive vortical electrical pair of the universal quantum envelope. Spacetime matrix flux between the visible universe U o p and its invisible conjugate Uʹ p is summarized in a flowchart. Table 1 provides ϑ values of periodic elements relevant to the BH process; Table 2 differentiates between m and ϑ values in U o p and Uʹ p for some elements to illustrate effect of the BH process on spacetime matrices of the two ref. frames.
Results

Mass
Quantification of the Black Hole Process
Figure 1 reveals an inflexion in the Uʹ p ↔ U* p matrix flux centered at periodic group 5, similar m-e exchange between U o p and Uʹ p in Figure 2 reveals a bimodal flux gradient. As shown in Figure 3 , variation of atomic energy with an increase in atomic number Z n reproduces in ϑʹ p the inflexion observed in Figure 1 . The subject presents a curious scenario, for instance, it raises the question, why does visible matter become invisible when the constituent atoms become electrically charged and where does the extra rest mass (2344%!) come from? It reveals that the black hole transforms visible neutral matter to invisible charged particles to effect mass-energy flux circulation through the four phases of reality. We deduce as follows from the results: The black hole/process: i) is not a hole, it is a spatial periodic envelope in which field angular momentum vector orientation of the periodic element's spin changes sign, i.e., an inflexion zone; thus, for matter (chemical) periodicity, the valences 0, ±I, ±II, ±III, ±IV, 0 translate to vector orientations: 0, →, →, →, →, 0, ←, ←, ←, ←, 0, or, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 0, -4, -3, -2, -1, 0, where, in matter, the central zero is the atomic nucleus (or 'gap', Oldershaw, 1989) but the 'black hole' in spatial periodicity; the arrow, of course, indicates field vector handedness or electrostatic charge; ii) is not a singularity, it is an 'engineered' segment of vacuum space designed to effect the multiple processes of frequency modulation, transformation and re-orientation to facilitate inter-ref. frame spacetime matrix exchange; iii) results in bifurcation of the visible relative to invisible particle-generations universes PGUs thus; from e to Na we have, Obande (2015a) :
and from Mg to the end of the periodicity, Hz. Interestingly, however, radioactivity is initiated by the boson ϑ w not fermion ϑ p field, it is motivated by the intrinsic bosonic field centripetal acceleration encasing the fermion field, see Obande (2015b Obande ( , 2017b , the subject is quite subtle. Notably, the present classical BH picture tallies with Hawking's (2014) 'apparent horizon'; instead of a singularity, theory reveals a lengthy inflexion in spacetime flux spanning conventional periods 2 to 3, i.e., Li to Ar. In summary, the results reveal that: i) the BH effects pseudo-linear empirical atomic mass m o p evolution; ii) spacetime matrix re-cycling; and iii) much denser invisible ('dark') than visible particulate matter. An attempt is made in Figures 5 and 6 to situate the BH in Nature's ellipsoidal periodic envelope. 
The Periodic Matter/Space Envelope
The BH is fundamental to ellipsoidal morphology of spatial periodicities; indeed, the morphology is explicable in the context of BH-motivated inversion of the e-m transverse radiation that produces the stationary wave function associated with rest mass or energy packet. We present an understanding of the key structural elements that realize the periodic quantum envelope (Figs. 5 and 6), it is scale-invariant and cuts across the cosmic mass scale from the electron to the universe. Fig 5 is a 2D sketch of a binary system while Fig 6 is a similar 2D sketch of a 'particlegenerations' universe PGU, the symbols are defined:
Figure 5: Symbols
An open cycle locates the imponderable vacuum field, U* w , it is orthogonal to the plane of the diagram.
The cycle along BD centers each periodic group in matter and in space; there are nine groups in a complete period, four on either side of a central zero, Obande (2017c) . In matter the zero denotes atomic nucleus and in space it locates the black hole (see key to Figure 6a ) thus, every material object is encased in and centered by the vacuum field, it accounts for 'doughnut' structure of fermions.
We identify the two explosion-like symbols at the apices B and D with the naked singularity NS or the NonRotating Black Hole NRBH. Since the box is half an envelope of the binary, only the NS/NRBH is shown, the Kerr black hole KBH locates at its diametric end as shown in Figure 6 .
Observe that the gravitational field binding the couple results from the defining e-m rotational force field ±x A/B, see Obande (2017b) . Figure 5 . An illustration of a binary system using one half of an envelope to show the common binding e-m force field responsible for mutual gravitation and axial alignment of like charges responsible for mutual repulsionsee Figure 6 for the symbols Vol. 10, No. 4; Figure 6. Schematic illustration of common characteristics of nature's material and spatial periodic envelopes Figure 6 represents half of a binary whose twin completes, say, the x-y plane, similar doublets in two other orthogonal planes, x-z and y-z, make a set of three periodic cycles, comprising the PGUs: x-y ≡ U o p ; x-z ≡ Uʹ p and y-z ≡ U* p ; an example is the Pan-STARRS1 Static Sky, New Atlas (2016) which depicts our cosmic space, Obande (2017a). Figure 6 is an expansion of a segment of Figure 5 , observe that:
Symbols
The figure depicts an envelope of a binary, the twin locates in the adjoining quadrant to form a plane as in Figure  5 . Three mutually perpendicular planes intersect at the epicenter to constitute the three PGUs. It explains why 'all particles have charges which are multiples of e-/3', Christianto and Smarandache (2007) . Sadly, quantum physics bunches together the three PGUs into a single universe creating untold challenges in an effort to conceptualize nature; for instance, physics is currently at a loss on what to make of indications of observational invisible material world, Clowe et al. (2006) , Clarke and Foot (2016) , tangential velocities of light in vacuum and in matter respectively -they manifest metric expansion of space and of matter; central open cycle = vacuous core -it manifests atomic nucleus in matter and the black hole in space; the rectangular segment bounded by opposite charges +xA and -xB is elaborated in Figure 6a . 
Disscussion
BH-Motivated Cyclic Spacetime Flux
On the one hand we have an observational BH process that ionizes neutral matter into charged particles resulting in transformation from visibility to invisibility and on the other we have an unknown invisible process that emits radio waves and neutral atomic and molecular matter from invisible to visible space, Donley et al. (2002) , Yale (2006), Tombesi et al. (2015) , Leroy et al. (2015) , Pan et al. (2015) , Das et al. (2015) , Dasyra et al. (2015) , Whitney (2015) , Gallimore et al. (2016) , Sanders et al (2016) , Oka et al. (2017) . Usually, the emission is through galactic nuclei, Richings and Faucher-Giguere (2018) , however, off-nucleus evidences exist, Pinto et al. (2016) . Were it possible to access invisibility we might find charged particles issuing from visible to invisible space. It suggests that spatial matter emission and 'adsorption' are complementary and opposite sides of a universal cyclic massenergy flux. The reasoning leads to the following key positions regarding the BH: i) the causal agent that emits matter unto visible space is inverse that which 'meters' ionized particles into invisible space; in other words, conjugate to the observational BH is an invisible inverse process. With the observational side it ionizes matter into charged particles and channels it into invisible space and on the invisible side it re-composes charged particles into neutral matter and pumps it unto visible space; ii) the BH turns out a multi-faceted device of nature responsible for matter wave frequency modulation, transformation and re-orientation for perpetual circulation of spacetime ST matrices across the four phases of reality to sustain an endless existence; the process is illustrated below in a flowchart.
NASA (2016) groups the BH into two main classes rated here according to electric potential in place of mass: 'low' and 'high' voltage classes, LVC and HVC respectively. Solar mass BH and below classify with the LVC, its process is supposedly much milder than the super-massive BH HVC process; we deduce from Figure 2 and equations (1) and (2) that the LVC handles elements e to Na while the HVC processes Mg to Am, they both function alike, i.e., matter inter-conversion: visible neutral ↔ invisible charged particles. Both processes achieve through frequency modulation, transformation and re-orientation, they are complementary and necessarily coincident. We have no further idea of the details beyond literature's observational processes and the present quantitative evidences. However, we think that the observational process can be simulated with a combined frequency modulator/transformer circuitry. Successful simulation of an e-m process that crushes whole solar or galactic system beyond mere dust to charged particles in vacuum space would certainly introduce new dimensions of energy generation and utilization. Notably, the result reveals a curious technology, the BH transforms the atom's visible form into a much higher invisible/dark energy form without changing the chemical character of the element, e.g., in Table 2 , ϑ′ p = 6.28 x 10 7 Hz but still very much the same element, only invisible in our ref. frame. Furthermore, the process involves considerable energy input yet, it all occurs within an environment of zero Kelvin vacuum field! It suggests an entirely new physics with tremendous potentials. Recall that spontaneous radioactivity begins at At, the element marks NP 9, it is last of nature's periodic cycles ϑ w(At) = 7.5 x 8 9 Hz; in other words, at the end of its visible cycle the BH, in a yet unknown e-m process that complements radioactivity, returns matter to invisibility for the next round of inter-phase matrix flux cycle. Hz for Rn, the last noble gas. The numerical coefficient ƒ increases in arithmetic or geometric progression, the former precedes onset of transition elements (TE), a geometric progression obtains from TE to the end of the periodicity so as to accommodate a doubling of number of elements per period from 8 to 16, see Khazman (2012) . Two main observational BH growth processes are recognized: accretion of matter, Volonteri and Rees (2005) , O'Leary et al. (2006) Carr et al. (2010) , Vesperini et al. (2010) , Song et al. (2015) , and collision/merger, Zwart et al. (2004) , Haehnelt (2005) , Cahill (2005) , Heckman and Best (2014) . Periodicity leaves no room for random accretion and constrains energy packet free roaming; everything, down to the microscopic speck of dust or particulate electron, belongs to a periodic box to which it is gravitationally bound. Similarity with matter suggests bimodal (arithmetic apr.ccsenet.org Applied Physics Research Vol. 10, No. 4; and geometric) BH growth processes, it totally rules out random accretion, collision or merger; also, no new spacetime evolution, Avdeenkov and Zloshchastiev (2011) , only m-e perpetual re-cycling.
A remarkable similarity between stars and atoms is reported, Oldershaw (2014) , it implicates identical mass evolution process across the cosmic mass scale from the atom to the cosmos. Same quantitative expressions should therefore apply to growth rates of atomic and cosmological periodicities. While providing a ready test of the present BH hypothesis, much more importantly, it signals existence of a tremendous potential for observational cosmology with use of the simplest of theoretical analytical tools. Simply, it says that the cosmological parameter P cosm should correlate with corresponding atomic parameter P atom , i.e., Oldershaw (1989) . Equation (3) should facilitate implementation of a catalogue of maps of complete periodic boxes of the observable universe. A 'complete periodic box' refers to a spatial envelope whose constituent elements duplicate atomic mass evolution of the chemical periodicity from electron to americium, see Obande (2016a) . The aligned radio galaxies reported by Taylor and Jagannathan (2015) provide one of the best examples of a complete periodic box; consistent mass of a part, say, bulge or the total galaxy, should correlate with atomic mass of the correspondent chemical element. If verified, the correlation should facilitate symbiotic use of equations (1), (2) and (3) to investigate atomic-and astro-physics.
Accretion and Size
Accretion is where theoretical positions meet with severest empirical tests, the subject remains widely open, Miller (2017) . Conventional notion holds that the singularity motivates accretion but, classical analysis rules it out. The entire subject of accreting matter and matter that eventually crosses the event horizon into the singularity is pretty fuzzy, so is rationalizing Hawking radiation with the singularity concept, Arp (2005) . The classical approach paints a simpler picture.
The classical BH serves solely to inter-convert and re-orient visible and invisible matter in timeless perpetual recycling U* w ↔ U* p ↔ U o p ↔ Uʹ p . Accretion is not a random event as observation would suggest; a star or some other body does not pass '… near enough to a massive [or any other type of] black hole to be disrupted', Rees (1988) , MacLeod et al. (2013) , Piran et al. (2015) , Leloudas et al. (2016) . Spacetime matrix flux evolves from one periodic group to another just as it does in atomic mass growth. A material of any form, size or ambience, gets accreted when its spatial envelope evolves (progresses) unto group 5 thus, we find evidences for cold and clumpy accretion, Howell (2017), Tremblay et al. (2016) , accreting giant stars, MacLeod et al. (2013) , decade long accretion or TDE, Lin et al. (2017) , changeable accreting materials, La Massa (2016). In principle, an entire galaxy could be the accreting material therefore in time a black hole could grow to the size of an entire galaxy but it would belong to a cluster or universe of immense proportion, a lone BH would seem an unstable spatial composite much like a pack of chemical radicals.
The subject of BH size is much more involved than observation would suggest and we may not hope to make a reliable inroad until a common formalism informs astrophysics and atomic physics. In principle, there should be a wide spectrum of BH sizes from those that belong to our visible matrices but exist in hidden (invisible) periodicities, Obande (2016a) , to super-giants resulting from mergers; however, conventional Planck size BH, Harada (2006) , Carr et al. (2010) , is totally ruled out because literature Planck scale neither refers to the atom nor to the 'sub-atomic' particle. A more rigorous analysis will identify the atomic nucleus with the fundamental black hole! See Figure 6a. 
Alignment
An observation made with the aid of the India Giant Metrewave Radio Telescope at 612 MHz is reported by Taylor and Jagannathan (2015) as follows: The image contains 65 resolved radio galaxy jets. The spatial distribution reveals a prominent alignment of jet position angles along a "filament" of about 1 o … the probability of chance alignment is less than 0.1%. … Our results reinforce prior evidence for large-scale spatial alignments of quasar optical polarization position angles. It re-echoes the findings of numerous earlier and more recent reports, Niederste-Ostholt et al. (2010) , Crockett (2014) . West et al. (2017) propose, as candidate causality, accretion '… along preferred directions that reflect the cosmic web connecting galaxies on large scale [and] … gravity's relentless tug…', however, Byrd (2017) admits that the effect '… remains a mystery.' An idea of the primitive structure of space is essential for reasonable contemplation of spatial structural alignment. The Big Bang model leaves absolutely no room for a notion of intrinsically structured space and the atomic point- Vol. 10, No. 4; mass concept denies the reigning physical paradigm a chance to conjecture nature's primitive form. Our investigation reveals the sphere and the cube as nature's fundamental forms. Depending on what we call 'electrogeometrics 'EGM' dynamics of self-interaction of e-m force fields within the periodic box, Obande (2017c), a wide array of structural morphologies is realizable in matter and in space. A proximate correlation of relative atomic mass with mass number, m x p /Z n , Khazan (2012), provides an important clue to spatial structural alignment. We showed earlier that a hybrid sphere-inscribed cube is able to account for all matter and spatial morphologies, Obande (2017c) , nowhere is this better demonstrated than in spatial structural alignment. Elements of condensed matter periodic cycles are irrevocably diagonally aligned, see : Fig 5, Haehnelt (2005); Figs. 4.71 and 5.1, Nicholas (2012) ; numerous images of clusters and galaxies, Galaxy (2018) , e.g., 'Great Nebula from 1899', NGC4414. The effect is best demonstrated from the object's side view normally associated with 'lenticular galaxy', e.g., NGC 5866, see also NGC 4945; numerous lenticular galaxies oriented in different directions may be seen in the UV Hubble Ultra Deep Field, Teplitz and Rafelski (2014) . Elements of the periodic envelope arrange perfectly diagonally and the order is replicated in super-structures that span billions of light years, Crockett (2014) . We submit that all galaxies have same intrinsic morphology, the central bulge reinforces the lenticular character of the side view; differences in morphology relate to perspective and age, i.e., the EGM symmetry group.
On the cosmic large-scale, alignment upgrades from linear to honeycomb structures, e.g., distribution of galaxies beyond the Milky Way in 'the panoramic view of the entire infra-red sky ', Big Bang (2018) . These large-scale structures arrange according to the dictates of what we call EGM symmetry groups SGs, Obande (2017c) ; the honeycomb structures often favored by nature, Crockett (2014) , are SG IV variants, they refer to peak of maturity and progression to NP 5.
Causality of Binaries and Collisions
Figure 5 is an illustration of the causality of a binary system and eventual collision; it comprises two spatial periodic half-cycles bound together by a common gravitational field generated by the e-m field that defines the two envelopes but mutually repelled by axially aligned e-m polarities. Resultant gravitation and repulsion separates the duo by an equilibrium distance where the opposing forces balance. A member of the duo would appear independent if the couple remained sufficiently distant during the course of progression through nature's periodic groups I to III. However, during this interval, the system goes through noticeable morphological changes characterized by progressive loss of bulk mass common to all material bodies (including humans!), see, e.g., Sciama (1969) , it reflects evolution through the four EGMs, Obande (2017c) . Separation distance is maintained up to a point at which resultant gravitation overpowers repulsion, the bigger envelope begins to pull the smaller, they may yet retain individual appearances; eventually, however, changes in gross morphology, particularly on the part of the smaller member, become apparent. At group IV the individual envelope has rid itself of significant mass mostly to the gain of the central BH; it may mark onset of neutron star formation and clearer definition of the binary system; angular speed becomes quite significant due primarily to mass loss as the system transits from the margin to the core of group 4, i.e., +4, 0, -4. At the core there is a sudden total loss of e-m repulsion resulting in gravity-only motivated collision occasioned by total loss of charge, i.e., rotation. The position that collision leads to the next higher BH mass on the logarithmic scale needs be broadened to accommodate the formation of non-rotating neutron star favored by the present hypothesis. Actually, mutual gravitation informs all spatial collisions and a ripe apple's fall is a 'collision' with the Earth as much as the Milky Way might one day collide with Andromeda, so also our cosmic estate with the 'Great Attractor', Stutter (2016) ; the post collision scenario is still a subject of active investigation. Given the present results showing that the BH is not a hole but an engineered spacetime envelope, the name 'Active Galactic Nucleus' AGN offers a much better description.
It is curious that with e = 1.0 Hz, the chemical periodicity is comparable to a hierarchical universe of microscopic periodic envelopes (galaxies) that starts with e as unit and Am an ultra-massive galactic composite or cosmos comprising 6.445 x 10 9 units. Remarkable closeness to the universe's age ~13.7 x 10 9 years might not be mere coincidence, especially as 2Am 'galactic' envelopes = 13.89 x 10 9 units!
Summary and Conclusion
A classical view of the black hole BH phenomenon is presented. Its positions claim validity with the submission that: reality is field only; the classical and relativistic domains share common quantum characteristics defined by same energy coefficient h = 6.62607 x 10 for the boson and the fermion respectively. Common quantization implies common periodicity for vacuum space, the atom, and condensed matter. The approach proceeds to investigate the BH phenomenon with simple harmonic motion (SHM) formalism and submit as follows: As a result of common quantization, classical (Newtonian) physics applies equally to condensed matter and space. Natural periodicity comprises 9 groups, the 5th centers all natural quantum (i.e., periodic) envelopes; it identifies with the BH in space and with the atomic nucleus (i.e., 'gap') in matter.
Far from being a singularity, the BH is an engineered space with multiple functions: on the one hand, it ionizes visible matter to invisible charged particles; on the other, it converts invisible to visible matter and pumps it unto visible space as radiation (notably, radio waves), gaseous, atomic or molecular emission. Hawking's 'apparent horizon' turns out a better description of the BH process than the singularity conjecture.
The visible and invisible BH processes synchronize to ensure sustained infinite m-e cycles -no new creation, only spacetime matrix re-cycling.
The black hole is not a thermodynamics but an electrodynamics process thus, a model comprising a frequency modulator/transformer composite circuitry should provide better description of the process than existing models;
Regardless of size, the BH is a spacetime matrix flux inflexion zone spanning a significant spatial dimension covering two spatial periods equivalent to conventional periods 2 and 3, i.e., the elements Li to Ar, see Figure 4 .
Conjunctive evolution and restriction within the periodic box ensure galaxy-BH mass correlation and question independent BH growth especially as random inter-box matrix roaming is forbidden.
Theory supports literature's two modes of BH growth -accretion and collision/merger, the former is thought to be intra -while the latter is inter -periodic envelope.
BH growth is not a random process, matter does not stray near a black hole and gets 'poached'; intra-galactic accretion gives arithmetic (marginal) BH growth, and eventual merger/collision leads to geometric (logarithmic) growth.
Results of an earlier investigation are used to inform that the cube and the sphere are nature's primitive forms, spatial alignment results from diagonal orientation of periodic bodies within cubic spatial envelopes.
All periodic envelopes are binaries, the duo separate by mutual axial projection of like magnetic and electric poles; inter-envelope distance reflects a balance of repulsion and gravitation. Eventual merger results from spontaneous loss of e-m potential upon mutual arrival at group 5 which centers nature's periodicities. With quantitative evidence that the black hole is not a singularity, the term 'Active Galactic Nucleus' AGN offers much better description of the phenomenon.
In conclusion we notice that observational effects have been interpreted to give the black a crucial role in sustenance of existence. To our best knowledge this is the first attempt to identify the black hole with a role in nature; it offers not only a new idea but, more importantly, a plausible alternative to investigating reality. Admittedly, the approach differs in some respects from established notions but, experience has taught us not to expect radical transformation while insisting on endlessly tailoring belabored approaches. Once again, we conclude with a call, as we often do, to the formidable power of the unimpressive classical mass formula hϑ = mc 2 in tackling the challenges of fundamental physics. The possibility to come up with a simpler yet more powerful 'Theory of Everything' is quite remote. The field concept of the BH may be tested as follows: i) accreting and emitting materials should have reversed polarities; ii) galactic mass evolution constituting a complete set in a cluster such as reported for ELAIS N1 by Taylor and Jagannathan should correlate with atomic mass evolution; iii) an appropriately assembled combined modulator/transformer circuitry should provide a superior model of the BH process than thermodynamics. 
